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We believe and studies support that 

an engaged patient and family 

caregiver make a significant 
difference in outcome. iHealthSuite 

is a full featured patient education 

and engagement solution that works 
across the care continuum from the 

patient bedside, outpatient clinic and 

to the home. Delivering healthcare 
is expensive, we believe educating, 

providing health information and 

communicating to the patient 

shouldn't be. By leveraging cloud 
technology we are able to provide 

all the features expected of an 

education and engagement solution 
for a low monthly fee. 
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FLEXIBLE OPTIONS 

iHealthSuite works with existing 
television infrastructure, provides a 

range of patient interface options. 

Options include using the patient 
telephone to start educational 

videos or full interactive solutions 

where the patient can navigate 

screens on the patient television 
using a pillow speaker and/or a 

keyboard. Telephone and full 

interactive may be mixed in a site 
providing for full interactive in heavy 

education areas such as mother 

baby and telephone in lower use 
areas. 

EASY IMPLEMENTATION 

For solutions using the patient 
telephone we ship a pre-configured 

equipment rack. Connect it to a 

network connection with Internet 

access and your television system 
cable plant and the solution is live. 

For full interactive solutions 

iHealthSuite provides low cost 
media controllers compatible with 

most healthcare televisions and fully 

supports healthcare smart 
televisions. Provide a network 

connection to the controller or smart 

television and the solution is live. 
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Educational Content 

iHealthSuite provides your patients access to 
engaging, easy to understand education modules 
at their bedside, in the clinics, patient portal and 
even in their homes. Content is available in 
multiple languages. 

� Patient education content is in video 
format, developed at a 5th grade level or 
below 

� Allows for consistent teaching across the 
healthcare continuum 

� Video education works well for all types of 
learners 

� Closed Caption is available for the hearing 
impaired 

� Thousands of videos to choose from 

� Clients can easily upload their own content 
to the iHealthSuite solution 

iHealthSuite leverages 
power of the CLOUD 

Cloud Platform 

Delivers Significant Capital Cost Savings 
Eliminates the need for large servers and racks 

Lowers Operational Costs 
Reduced maintenance needs 
Decreases the cost of managing in-room 
computers 

Eliminates the burden on your IT department for 
Administrating hardware and software 
Supporting hardware and software 
Managing security and anti-virus protection 
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